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Viinex Foundation is an embeddable software that pro-
vides its integrating application with facilities to manage video 
cameras and storage, stream and render video, and perform 
intelligent video data processing
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Description and Benefits1

provision of evidence by means of video recording;

visualization and control of technological and business 
processes with the help of video;

automation of operations at vehicle passage points via 
vehicle ID recognition tools.

Viinex Foundation is designed for integration into
Automated Management Systems (AMS), which should 
ensure:
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receiving video streams from cameras in compliance with CCTV 
industry standards supported by leading manufacturers of IP 
cameras and IP encoders;

decoding and processing  received video streams for video
analytics algorithms;

license plates and railcar number recognition by one or more
algorithms for various conditions and automation modes;

video storage;

streaming video to integrating application’s modules.

Description and Benefits1

Through Viinex Foundation the integrating application gets
access to: Viinex Foundation is specially designed for

seamless integration into the software
of automated control systems
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2 Key Features and Technical Specifications
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connecting video
cameras

railcar number
recognition

video archive

license plates
recognition

connecting IO devices
(sensors/relays)

Viinex Foundation comprehensively implements video subsystem tasks, 
while seamlessly fitting into the integrating software, where users work only 
with the GUI of the main application.

Viinex Foundation features a client-server architecture.

Architecture and Networking2.1

The architecture of Viinex Foundation combines
SDK simplicity and VMS versatility
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Viinex-Server2.1.1

Reliability and Fault Tolerance

Scalability

Micromodules run on both a single server as well as several 
servers, if required, constituting a joint distributed
computing environment that optimizes the use of
hardware resources and allows for system scaling. 

Viinex Foundation architecture is based on the "Unix 
way" principles of reliability: all components of the appli-
cations are isolated, independently operating micromod-
ules that only perform their own portion of functions. 
Overall, this significantly increases fault tolerance and per-
formance of the entire system.
 

Viinex-server creates an environment for running 
applications that implement core functionality, and 
has an built-in support for their configuration and 
lifecycle control
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results

control

Automated
management
system (AMS)

server servers

results

control

Automated
management
system (AMS) boom gate

cameras

cameras

boom gate

server

Viinex-Server2.1.1

Server architecture of Viinex Foundation allows
the integrating application to: 

scale up the system by adding new computation 
nodes as needed - both at the stage of design and 
during system operation. Interaction between
individual components of Viinex Foundation is
carried out regardless of their mutual position;

optimize the costs for hardware resources by
structuring data streams.
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Clear and convenient access to Viinex
server via “Viinex-Client” interface library

Viinex-Client2.1.2

Integrating software communicates with Viinex server via 
the "Viinex-Client" network library. The"Viinex-Client"
library contains only the functionality needed to
serialize/deserialize data  and perform network input-out-
put. This effectively separates runtime environments of 
Viinex server and integrating applications, thus securing 
operation of  the latter. 
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SERVER

CLIENT

Viinex-Client2.1.2

working  with video, including for display in client software;

receiving results of  license plates recognition and managing the license 
plates recognition process;

receiving  results of railcar number recognition and managing the
railcar number recognition process;

exporting video data  from the archive;

managing video recording;

searching for objects in the system (discovery).

managing output devices and obtaining events from sensors and base 
detectors;

Key functions of the "Viinex-Client" library: 

network
interaction
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video

recognized number

information about I/O

Once connected to a “Viinex-Server”, the client application
automatically gets access to information on all objects in the group of 
Viinex servers. This option makes it unnecessary for integrating applica-
tion to maintain a server registry: only connection points and their func-
tionality are important. Connection points can be searched and enumer-
ated with a single API call to “Viinex-Client” library.

Viinex-Client2.1.2

Receiving result data
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Viinex-Client2.1.2

Viinex-Client library 

allows application developers to use the network interaction
features brought by Viinex Foundation client-server architecture, 
which spares efforts on writing code for data transfer, including 
video;

eliminates the need for going into details of programming
interfaces and implementation of each individual video analytics  
library, instead providing video processing results in a unified and 
convenient form.
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Compatible with IP video cameras compliant
with standards of video surveillance systems

Video Subsystem2.2



Connecting Video Sources2.2.1

Third party software

RTSP/RTP

HTTP

UDP Multicast
camera

camera

camera

operates with a diverse set of IP cameras and IP video 
encoders;

supports main standards and protocols of video sur-
veillance systems: RTSP/RTP, HTTP;

supports H.264, MJPEG codecs; supports UDP Multicast.

Viinex Foundation 
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Connecting Video Sources2.2.1

camera

decompressordecompressor video analytics

video archive

video stream 

1920х1024

video from
the archive

video stream 800х600

800х600

video from
the archive

live video

data

video archive

compressor

camera

camera

camera

Viinex Foundation decompresses acquired video
streams in order to process them by video analytics
algorithms.

In case if a video stream of different quality (compared to one 
received from a camera) needs to be stored, Viinex
Foundation encodes the video stream with  specified
parameters.
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Video storage subsystem of Viinex Foundation is designed to account 
for the need of high data write and read rates when dealing with video 
streams, large storage capacity, and increased demands for storage system 
reliability

Video Storage2.2.2



Video Storage2.2.2

Video Recording Archive 

Video data is recorded in a loop: most outdated video is 
deleted automatically. Video images can be recorded 
and archived continuously, as well as in response to an 
event:  a signal from a sensor, video analytics algorithms, 
or a signal from an external application

When the data is recorded in response to an event, there’s 
often a need to start video recording a few seconds before 
the event (when a car or a train is just arriving
at the control point). To do this, Viinex Foundation
has a pre-recording function: if you enable this option, the 
system constantly keeps the last few seconds of video in 
the memory buffer, and once the recording command is 
received, it sends these data to the disk.
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Video Storage 2.2.2

Timestamp query 

frame

video

series of frames AMS 

Data playback from the video archive

Integrating software modules obtain, on request, both video 
stream and frames from the video archive.  The accuracy of 
positioning inside of the archive is one video frame, according 
to its timestamp.

JPEG frame (in the memory of integrating application or in a file on 
the disk);

Video data in a standard container (when exporting).

Uncompressed (decoded) frame, or a series of such frames, or video 
for rendering in the client software, as well as for performing addi-
tional analysis in the integrating application where uncompessed 
video is required.
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Video Storage2.2.2

Local video archive

iSCSI
external
storage

camera

camera

camera

parallel recording of a large number of video streams;

parallel reading of a large number of video streams for their synchro-
nous playback or export;

the  data storage management implemented in Viinex Foundation 
never requires defragmentation: data is defragmented naturally as it is 
written to disk;

Viinex Foundation video storage can be used with SAN systems
(supports iSCSI-mounted volumes).

optimization of the number of HDD head seek operations while
recording and further reading to boost IO performance and increase 
HDD lifetime;

simple data store structure ensures its robustness. Occurrence of phys-
ical failures of the hard disk drive does not affect the accessibility of 
data as a whole, as the appearance of a failed HDD sector only leads to 
inability to read a small portion of data containing in that sector (up to 
a few seconds of video);

Features of the video storage subsystems:
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Video Analytics2.3

license plates recognition;

railcar ID number recognition.

short-focus lens image dewarping 
(barrel distortion correction);

projective transform compensa-
tion.

image stability detector;

image quality change detector;

frame activity detector.

Algorithms for vehicle
identification:

Algorithms for image
pre-processing:

Service video
detectors:

Viinex Foundation contains:
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License Plates Recognition2.3.1

Viinex Foundation supports several “engines” for license 
plates recognition (LPR). 
The availability of several integrated engines provides a choice 
to obtain high quality results under specific site conditions 
(that is, prevailing license plates of a specific country, vehicle 
speed at the moment of registration, availability of CPU re-
sources etc)



License Plates Recognition 2.3.1

API

LPR 1

LPR 2

Viinex Foundation provides the integrating application with a unified 
API to acquire the license plate recognition results, so that  no changes  to 
the integrating software are required in order to switch to another LPR 
engine. Based on the received timestamp, the external application receives 

from the archive an exact frame or video fragment containing the 
image of respective vehicle.

recognized number;

state affiliation of a vehicle; 

expected accuracy of recognition; 

timestamp;

coordinates of the license plate image in the frame.

Viinex Foundation transmits the following data:
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Viinex Foundation comprises a consolidation module, which 
aggregates data from multiple cameras installed at the vehicle
passage point and license plate recognition results, and then
transmits the consolidated data to the integrating application. 
Thus, the integrating application handles the following data directly 
relating to the passage of a vehicle: an image of the front and rear 
part of a car, and the general overview image of the passage point. 

Consolidation Module  2.3.1.1

camera 1

camera of the car 
license plate view

camera of the trailer
license plate view

camera 2

LPR

consolidator

A123BC KE4567

A123BC KE4567
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The rate of correctly recognized license plates heavily depends on whether 
the image meets the requirements of selected LPR algorithm, which is
determined by a proper selection of the video camera, its settings, correct
installation, lighting of the scene and cleanliness of the vehicles license 
plates.

The consolidation module makes it possible to significantly increase the rate 
of correctly recognized license plates  by means of combining the
recognition results of LPR engines from different manufacturers. These
engines are based on different mathematical principles and methods, and 
therefore have different causes of recognition errors. When combining the 
recognition results, statistical independence of these errors makes it possible 
to obtain higher reliability of the consolidated result than the reliability of 
the result of each algorithm separately.

Consolidation Module 2.3.1.1

camera of the front
car license plate view

camera of the rear
car license plate view

consolidator

A123BC

LPR 2LPR 1

A123BC A123BC

A*23BC A1*?BC
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Railcar ID Number Recognition2.3.2

A subsystem of railcar number recognition is devised taking 
into account the many years’ experience in developing and 
maintaining  of similar systems



Railcar ID Number Recognition 2.3.2

ordinal number of a railcar within the train;

recognized railcar ID number;

time of a railcar’s entry and exit from the frame;

direction of train movement.

Viinex Foundation transmits the following data:

The algorithm produces a timestamp for each video source when 
the number was best visible in this source.
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The module provides an option to aggregate data from 
same-type as well as from mixed-type sources of data related to 
the railway transport crossing the checkpoint. Specifically, it sup-
ports consolidation of railcar ID number recognition results from 
several video streams (those being shot from different sides of 
the railcar, or from the railcar and the platform) to increase the
probability of correct number recognition

camera 2

scales

camera 1

Consolidation Module2.3.2.1



Consolidation Module 2.3.2.1

external management of  the railcar data collection process using
information from a weighting processor or sensors;

railcars’ separation: each recognized rail car number is associated with 
its ordinal number in the train;

adding of video data from surveillance cameras of train passage
recording;

train maneuvering support (correct numbering of rail cars while a train 
is moving in different directions, and during its stops in the field of 
cameras’ and sensors’ vision);

detection of a train’s direction of movement by both video and sensors’ 
signals.

signal delay correction (for instance, in case if external signal from 
weighting equipment controls the recognition, and tangible time is
required to process data from strain gauges to produce that signal, 
e.g.“the railcar began five seconds ago”);

Consolidation module’s capabilities include:
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Technological Algorithms
of Image Pre-Processing

2.3.3

distortion image

Algorithm of distortion elimination

Algorithm of correction by projective transformation 

In some cases, it is problematic to install a camera at the recommended distance to an 
object or under the recommended angles to an object.

For instance, in case of a forced installation of a camera close to railway tracks, short 
focus camera lens should be used, which may lead to a "fish eye" distortion appearing in 
the resulting image. In case of a forced high angle installation of a camera to a road, the 
image of the license plates appears not as a rectangle but as a parallelogram.  To apply 
the recognition algorithms to such images, these distortions are compensated by image 
processing algorithms .

The Viinex Foundation comprises implemented components of video processing that 
eliminate distortion (the fish eye effect) and compensate for distortion of  planes in space 
on  images using  projective transformation.

These components do not require setting of angles, camera mounting height, or focal 
lengths. Instead, they are automatically calibrated by a real image that allows you to 
achieve the best conditions for recognition system operation, without the need for pre-
cisely measuring the exact geometry of camera installation and knowing camera optics 
properties.
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2.3.4 Service Video Detectors

loss of a lens
focus 

contamination
of a lens

scene 1 scene 2

lens closing 

scene 1 scene 2

Service video detectors can be an element  of the so-called "event - response" logic in the 
integrating software. For example, you can start recording a video stream to the archive 
in the presence of motion in the frame, or activate the recognition algorithm. Service 
video detectors can also be used by modules of integrating applications to notify users 
about image quality degradation and lack of high-quality video recording
of a technological process.

The detector of image quality degradation generates events if a drop in image
informational content is registered(e.g.,contamination of the lens, lens overlap, focus 
loss).

The detector of camera shift generates events when it detects a global change
of a scene in the camera's field of vision.

The detector of motion (activity) generates events when it detects a movement of 
objects in the frame or under local changes of lighting.

quality degradation detector 

camera shift detector 

motion (activity) detector
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camera 3

camera 2

scales

camera 1

traffic light

 Connecting Input and Output Devices2.4

External management of the devices connected to Viinex Founda-
tion is allowed. For example, integrating software can start video
recording when a car pulls on to scales, in response to a signal of
obtaining weight from the weighing equipment it can ask for the plate
recognition result, and, after completing the car registration
process, turn on the traffic light or open the boom gate for further
vehicle passing.

Viinex Foundation supports Modbus TCP open communication 
protocol to communicate with network controllers of sensors and 
actuators connection.

Viinex Foundation implements standard scenario of operation 
with sensors and actuators, e.g.  to control a boom gate or traffic 
lights.
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Description of API of Viinex Foundation
contains illustrative examples and a detailed
description of functions

2.5 Integration and API



2.5 Integration and API

The distribution package of Viinex Foundation along with usage samples
includes a set of test applications for diagnostics during integration, which 
considerably simplifies the process of system debugging.

Test applications of Viinex Foundation

Viinex Video Client utility. Designed to demonstrate the functions of:

    obtaining video streams from cameras;

    creating  of a single still frame, or of their sequence;

    demonstrating video from the video archive and history positioning;

    video data export.

Integration demo stand

For ease of integrationpartners will be provided with a dedicated
demo-server with a pre-installed Viinex Foundation software.

After connecting to the demo server, developers can carry out integration 
without spending extra time on the system deployment, its setting and 
searching for the necessary video for final debugging.

Viinex Logging Management Utility. Responsible for different modes of 
specification of storing diagnostic information about system behavior.
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2.6 Supported Operating Systems
and Programming Languages

Supported operating systems
32 and 64 bit:

Supported programming
languages:

Windows 7

Windows 10

Windows Server 2008

C/C++

C# (.Net)

Delphi
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Advice

Specialists with extensive experience in  system integration, video
surveillance systems building and deployment will assist you in
analysing of applicability of algorithms of railcar number recognition 
and license plates recognition under specific  conditions of a certain 
object, and will provide recommendations for equipment selection and 
deployment.

Technical support

Personalized technical support is provided via online tools with an 
option to store and view communication history.

You can interact directly with our programmers at the integration 
stage.

Support and Advice3
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